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Puppy Preschool Graduates
Congratulations to the puppies who have graduated from the July Puppy Pre-School Class.
Daisy
Diesel
Jack
Poppy
Sasha
To view all the adorable graduation photos please visit our website.

What will my puppy gain from Puppy Pre-School?
Your puppy will gain valuable social skills by simply interacting with other puppies and people. These
skills the pup develops it will use for life. Your puppy will learn how to interact with lots of people, loud

noises and children and even a visit to the vet will become fun rather than something to shake about.
Your puppy will develop into a friendly, educated, confident adult dog.
How will I benefit?
Owning a dog will be enjoyable rather than a chore. Having an obedient, well socialised dog is much
more pleasant and stress free. You will also gain knowledge in all areas of pet care from dental,
nutrition, solving behavioural problems, toilet training and lots, lots more. Weekly freebies and samples
to take home for the puppy.

For more information please visit our website.

Hip Hip Hooray!!
A BIG Happy Birthday to our current Healthcare members who will be celebrating in August
Izzi - 13 years old
Helen - 13 years old
Maddi - 14 years old
Monty - 16 years old

MBVC Healthcare plans are available for cats and dogs of all ages! If you would like some more info on
our Healthcare Plans please Contact Us or read more on our website. There you will find how the plan
could help you to provide comprehensive preventative healthcare for your pet, spread the cost and take
advantage of special offers for Pet Healthcare Members.

Find out more

How to tell if your pet has dental problems
Dental disease is one of the most common problems we see in veterinary practice. While a regular
check-up with us will help to identify any dental issues your pet might be hiding, there are a few things
you can look out for at home:
Signs of dental disease in dogs and cats:









Bad breath
Yellowing or brown stains on the teeth (tartar)
Redness of the gums around the teeth
Pawing at the mouth
A change in chewing behaviour
Ropey saliva or bleeding gums
A loss of appetite or weight loss

What causes dental disease?
When particles of food and bacteria accumulate along the gum line, they combine with saliva to form
plaque. If over time, this plaque is allowed to build up, there will be a subsequent accumulation of tartar
and bacteria. The presence of this tartar and bacteria leads to inflammation around the gum line, a
condition known as gingivitis.
As dental disease progresses, there is a separation of the gum from the teeth and pockets of bacteria
form. Once this happens, your pet will be suffering from irreversible bone loss, tissue destruction and
wobbly, rotten teeth. These changes can be severely painful and can significantly affect your pet's
quality of life.

What to do if you think your pet has dental disease
You should not ignore this disease. Dental disease is painful and can impact the overall health of your
pet as the bacteria enter the bloodstream and make their way around your pet's body.
If we diagnose the dental disease early enough, we can implement a treatment plan and slow the
progression of this condition. Correct management of dental disease means your pet will lead a happier
and healthier life and, in most cases, will be less likely to need major dental procedures during their life.
We strongly recommend getting your pet in for a dental check-up if you haven't done so in the
past 12 months.

What you need to know about dental procedures
'Dentals' are one of the most common routine procedures we perform in our day-to-day veterinary
practice. It's important to understand the ins-and-outs of these procedures and why they are so involved.
Here are a few things you should know:
Your pet needs a general anaesthetic
For us to accurately assess and treat dental disease, a general anaesthetic is necessary. Unfortunately,
we can't ask your pet to 'open wide', and to keep us safe and negate any pain or discomfort for your pet,
they must be asleep.
An anaesthetic enables us to clean every tooth thoroughly and safely remove diseased teeth.
Anaesthesia-free cleaning is not ethical, and it can lead to pain and fear in your pet, and may also hide
underlying problems in your pet's mouth. Without a general anaesthetic, the cause of the problem is not
able to be addressed.
You should not allow anyone to perform anaesthesia-free cleaning on your pet’s teeth and you should
talk to us if you have any concerns.
Sometimes extractions are necessary
When thinking about our own dental experiences and comparing them to that of our pets, extraction of a
tooth or multiple teeth may sound scary. The options, however, for saving teeth in our pets are limited. A
pet with severe dental disease has usually lost a significant amount of bone and soft tissue along with
the roots of the tooth, and this can be very painful. Extraction is often the only way we can restore oral
health, remove the source of the pain and prevent the disease from spreading to neighbouring teeth.

What happens if your pet has to have multiple teeth removed?
Adult dogs have 42 teeth, and adult cats have 30, so even after multiple extractions, there will still be
enough teeth to enable chewing. Once, however, we remove a tooth, the dentition of the mouth is
changed, and this can alter the chewing action and the natural cleaning action of chewing. Opposing
teeth may be prone to tartar accumulation, so ongoing regular dental checks are critical.
We are always happy to answer any further questions you might have about dental procedures.

How you can prevent dental disease at home
Dental care for your pet starts at home, but there is not one magical tool we have to help guarantee a
perfectly healthy mouth. Dental disease prevention needs to be a multi-targeted approach, and we aim
to give your pet a chance at avoiding a dental procedure.
Breed, oral anatomy, diet and age have a significant impact on dental disease and sometimes, even
with all the best dental prevention measures in place, your pet may still need a dental procedure at
some point in their life. An excellent example of this is a dog who has perfectly clean teeth but fractures
a tooth chewing on a bone! If we do not remove the fractured tooth, exposure of the nerves can be
painful and lead to other issues, such as a tooth root abscess.
Did you know that brushing is best?
Brushing your pet's teeth is considered gold standard in-home care. Keep in mind that it can take a few
months for your pet to get used to the idea. Daily brushing is recommended (in an ideal world) however
a couple of times a week is better than no brushing at all. If you are using a dental toothpaste, make
sure it is pet-friendly (human toothpaste is toxic to pets).
We will show you how best to brush your pet's teeth - ask us for a demonstration.
Make every mouthful count
Every mouthful your pet takes should be hard work, and we have excellent dental diets available
designed to clean the tooth, as your pet chews.
We can also advise you on the best chews and treats available when it comes to dental care. Not every
chew on the market is entirely safe for your pet, so it's best to ask us for advice.
We will give you the best advice when it comes to dental disease prevention in your pet - ask us
for more information.

If your cat hasn't had a dental check-up for a while, you should call
us and arrange an appointment so we can rule out any issues.

Animal News In Brief
Image source: Dodo

Uber for pets
Need a lift? If you don’t drive or have a car, a trip to the vet can be more of a hassle than expected, but
now the ridesharing service’s no-pet rules have turned around with Uber Pet! For an additional $6-7 fee
to your Uber trip cost, your best furry friend can ride backseat with you to your designated drop-off point.
With Uber Pet now available in all Sydney, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Perth, Melbourne, Adelaide,
Canberra, Newcastle, Hobart, Cairns, Sunshine Coast, Geelong, Wollongong and Darwin, you can
be sure to give this convenience a five-star rating - and have a “wheely” good time.
Find out more about Uber Pet here.
-----

This cat would like to brush his own teeth, thank you
Meet Achilles, the curious kitto with a very organised oral hygiene routine. After a while of observing his
human mum’s consistent daily routine, Achilles himself began joining in on the leisurely task of teethbrushing. The clever kitty brushes his teeth against the bristles of the upright toothbrush for the same
amount of time each day that his human mum does. Not only committed to just the daily brushing, but
adamant on both a morning and nighttime schedule, Achilles takes self-care seriously.
Check out Achilles’s teeth-brushing skills here.
-----

Benevolence for Bella
Over the last seven years, the Riehs family have conquered enormous heights in the face of their
daughter’s life-altering circumstances. Smiley Bella was diagnosed with Congenital CMV at birth, a viral
infection that inflicts severe seizures with long periods of unconsciousness, followed by extreme
exhaustion. As Bella continues to light up with sunshine, despite all of the hardship she has withstood,
she projects nothing but inspiration - and now there’s a way to lend a hand to this shining supergirl. But
how, you say? Doggo powers! With a sidekick ‘seizure alert’ dog, Bella’s family can have doggy
detection to predict Bella’s approaching seizures. This highly-trained pooch will not only help Bella’s
family to move her into a safe position for the seizure, it will provide the Riehs family with the invaluable
companionship that we love from our special pets. Lamentably, a specially-trained ‘seizure alert’ dog
can cost upwards of $45k, a big ask for a family of five to spare. There are already two fund pages up
and available to help give Bella the opportunity to live safer and happier with the superhero furry friend
she needs by her side.
Find out more about Bella’s story here.
Support Bella’s mission here and here.

Top tips for taking your cat to the vet
Many people find bringing their cat in to the vet a stressful experience and, as a result, will put off the
exercise altogether. It is for this reason that we don't get to see your feline friend as often as we should
and, unfortunately, it means that many health problems may go undetected.
Thankfully, there are a couple of ways we can help reduce the stress associated with vet visits:
1.

2.

Feliway pheromone spray can be used in the cat carrier to help your cat to feel more safe and
secure. The pheromone spray is the same pheromone cats release when they feel happy and
relaxed. We also recommend you spray it on a towel and use this to cover the cat carrier. This
may help your cat feel safe and avoid them making eye contact with patients of the canine
variety.
Medication can be dispensed to help your cat feel more relaxed prior to their visit. We just
need to have examined your cat within the previous six months - ask us for more information
on how we can assist you with this. It is important to have a trial run at home at least 3 days
prior to the visit to ensure the correct dose of medication.

Remember: All cats should be secured in a cat carrier when travelling in the
car, not just for their safety but also yours.

Other tips to reduce cat carrier stress:






Put the cat carrier in a room with your cat a few days before you need to use it
Allow your cat to get used to the smell and noise of the carrier
Associate the carrier with ‘happy’ things - place food and treats in the carrier
Close the door of the carrier while your cat is inside for short periods of time so your cat doesn’t
always associate it with vet visits

If you have any questions or concerns about your cat's veterinary visit you should ask us for
advice.
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